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Identity card of Lazio region:                                         Identity Card of Rome 
Lazio Region 

Country: Italy 

Extent of the area: 17,242 km2 

Population: 5,898,182 (2017) 

Language/s: Italian 

Religion/s: Catholic (prevailing) and 

many other religions 

 

 Coats of Arms of Lazio region 

Rome 

Country/region): Italy, Lazio region 

Extent of the area: 1,285 km2 

Population: (2018) City 2,879,728 – 

Metropolitan City  4,355,72 

Density: 2,236 km2 

Language/s: Italian 

Religion/s:  

            Catholicism (82.0%) 

            Other or non-religious (8.7%) 

            Eastern Orthodoxy (4%) 

            Protestant (0.8%) 

            Judaism (0.7%) 

           Islam (3.8%) 

  
Coats of Arms of Rome 

 
Coats of Arms of Vatican 

 

Description of environment and natural resources in Lazio region and around 

Rome 

Tourism in Lazio leads us to discover an ancient land rich in traditions, a true cradle of 

the roots of Italy. If Rome, given its importance and fame in the world is the main 

catalyst for tourists, we must not forget all the places in the region that are pearls of 

beauty and strong suggestion. A holiday in Lazio allows you to discover a still intact 

nature of parks and lakes, villages and towns where ancient worlds still survive, a 

coastline that offers views and attractions of great interest. 

The tourist places of Lazio are many and will not fail to amaze the tourist. Right near 

Rome we find among others 



- the Castelli Romani: a route through medieval villages, charming towns, ancient 

villages, noble villas and castles;  

- the Etruscan centres of Tarquinia and Cerveteri;  

- the ancient Roman port of Ostia.  

However, each of the provinces of Lazio offers tourists precious places rich in history 

and artistic wonders. 

Nature and Parks are one of the main resources and attractions in Lazio. In the region 

there are many lakes among which we mention: Albano, Nemi, Bolsena, Bracciano, of 

great naturalistic interest. Among the protected areas of Lazio we find the Circeo 

National Park, while among the regional parks of Lazio stand out the Appia Antica, the 

ancient city of Sutri, and the Castelli Romani. Other areas are given by natural 

monuments such as the Grooves of Farfa, the Faito Forest, Corviano, Ninfa Garden 

and the Sassetto Forest. 

In Rome 

Rome is a city full of green spaces. The most important ones are the following: 

- Villa Doria Pamphilj, the largest, with wide green spaces, woods with 

magnificent fountains, and beautiful places to rest; 

- Villa Borghese – Pincio, the most central park inside contains the Galleria 

Borghese and the Museum of the same name. It has extensive green areas with 

Italian gardens and fountains; 

- Parco della Caffarella;  

- Villa Sciarra, a small garden that in the past has witnessed the resistance of the 

Roman Republic; 



- Villa Torlonia: a typical Italian garden, which includes interesting Art Nouveau 

buildings, such as the Red Cottage (Villino Rosso), the Medieval Cottage 

(Villino Medievale), and the famous Owls' Lodge (Casina delle Civette); 

- Villa Ada: This villa has areas of different ages, and occupies a large green area, 

with woods and gardens that follow the style of English gardens; 

- Villa Celimontana: a wonderful park, not far from the Colosseum and the 

archaeological area of the Palatine. The Villa is the seat of the Italian Geographic 

Society; 

- Giardino degli Aranci (Orange Garden): an enchanting Garden located on the 

top of the Aventine Hill: it offers a special observation point, both towards the 

Circus Maximus and towards the Tevere river and Trastevere; 

- Villa Glori; 

- Monte Mario; 

- Via Appia Antica, a perfectly preserved example of an ancient Roman road. The 

road is immersed in a magnificent park, protected by the Region, against illegal 

building; 

- Parco degli Acquedotti1. 

 

Historical hints with a focus on the dominations that have produced cultural 

contaminations  

 

Along with other Italian regions, northern Lazio was the cradle of Etruscan civilization. 

It can be dated between the IX and the VIII centuries B.C. The Etruscan civilisation 

                                                           
1 https://www.cosafarearoma.it/parchi-ville-giardini-roma/ 

https://www.cosafarearoma.it/parchi-ville-giardini-roma/


had a profound influence on the Roman civilisation, later merging with it at the end of 

the 1st century bC. 

Rome has an artistic, architectural and cultural history that has influenced the whole 

world and dates back almost 3000 years. 

Rome brought laws, art and culture to the world: its heritage was due to the fact that it 

was a patchwork of different populations and religions. In ancient times, Rome was the 

first multi-ethnic centre, as 75% of its citizens came from other lands and cultures. 

Rome was a city that took the best from everyone and was able to transform it into a 

universal civilization2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 https://www.romanoimpero.com/2009/09/romano-impero.html 

https://www.romanoimpero.com/2009/09/romano-impero.html


 

 

1st Itinerary: Fifty Shades of Baroque Rome 
 

 

 

 

By 

 

Tetyana Chuchyna       Viktoriya Prodkun 

Sandra Nunez                 Viktoriya Shevchenko   

Artemisia Gentileschi Portrait,, by Simon Vouet, Palazzo Blu 



Archaeology, History and Nature 
 

Rome is a mosaic of natural beauty on the banks of the Tiber, only 35 km from the 

sea and close to the Apennine mountain ranges. The city enjoys a mild Mediterranean 

climate. 

The ancient core of the city consists of the historic seven hills: Palatine, Aventine, 

Capitoline, Quirinal, Viminal, Esquiline and Caelian. Alongside the domes, bell 

towers and historic squares, nature still exists. Often the stone bees of the Barberini 

or the lilies of the Farnese can also be found in the city, especially in the green patches 

along the Tiber and in the historic villas or along the consular roads.  The Latium 

region has three national parks and in the city of Rome there are 14,000 hectares of 

parks managed by the regional authority, making Rome the greenest capital city in 

Europe.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. Peter's, by Viviano Codazzi, Public domain work, Source Wikimedia 



Value elements of the itinerary 
 

Rome is a treasure box of art, history and culture, the object of a now very orthodox 

tourism. However, there are places in the capital that 

bear witness to a tumultuous and interesting 

historical period that is not as celebrated as that of 

the imperial splendour. In the proposed itinerary, we 

will visit places that often go unnoticed by tourists, 

but which were the stage for exciting events, with 

the likes of Caravaggio and Artemisia Gentileschi as 

protagonists. 

 

 

 

 

Local traditions - Gastronomy - Handicrafts 

In the 15th century, a tailor named Pasquino attacked denunciations of injustice in the 

form of satires in verse known as pasquinate. His statue stands near Piazza Navona.  

We would just like to mention the feast of Corpus Christi, on the occasion of which a 

consecrated host is carried in procession, enclosed in a monstrance beneath a canopy, 

and displayed for public adoration. From the end of the 16th century, moving from the 

Sistine Chapel in Santa Maria Maggiore, the procession reached St Peter's Basilica; the 

square was decorated with paintings of flowers. 

The many restaurants serving typical Roman cuisine offer typical dishes such as 

spaghetti cacio e pepe (spaghetti with cheese and pepper) and artichokes alla romana 

(Roman style) or alla giudìa (Jewish style); they are just a few examples of the varied 

Judeo-Roman cuisine. 

Portrait of Caravaggio, by Ottavio Leoni, Public Domain, Source 
Wikimedia 



In a city like Rome, which was the capital of the Papal States and the centre of 

Catholicism, the religious component obviously played a major role in all aspects of 

daily life, including the guilds. The 1600s saw a boom in the production and trade of 

luxury goods. The continuous competition of the nobles to keep up with the increasing 

external splendour of Rome led the different families to lavishly renovate their houses 

with columns, gold and stucco. New types of furniture were created, while the 

furnishings, previously based on functional criteria, also became sumptuous: tables, 

cupboards, sideboards, chairs, benches, were enriched with decorations made by 

skilled cabinet-makers and gilders, wood craftsmen, coopers, turners, gilders and 

marble workers.  

On Via del Panico is the marble cutter's workshop, which is unique among the many 

that had their workshops near the river. They used to draw the fallen marble slabs from 

Hadrian's Mausoleum. But the difficulty of this manual work no longer attracts young 

people and the old owner is resigned to being the last exponent of his art. 

Along the itinerary we come across a modern shop run by a woman with a passion for 

the Baroque era: professional perfumer Laura Bosetti Tonatto. In her shop in Via dei 

Coronari she presents a special collection of perfumes dedicated to the Baroque era 

and the personalities of the time. The decoration of the workshop is also reminiscent 

of the women who were chosen by the painters as models, with reproductions of the 

most famous paintings depicting Mary Magdalene, the patron saint of perfumers.  

One of Laura's creations is a perfume dedicated to Francesco Melzi's "Flora" which is 

in the Hermitage in St. Petersburg. We can also enjoy the "Baroque" perfume dedicated 

to Caravaggio "Voi sapete ch'io v'amo" (You know that I love you) - a sentence inserted 

by the painter in the painting "Fuga in Egitto" (Escape to Egypt). 

 

 

 

 



Blood and Painting Stories 

Seventeenth-century Rome was certainly not a pleasant place to live: the capital of an 

ancient empire that had been in decline for centuries, it had around 60,000 inhabitants, 

far fewer than other large cities in the Italian boot, such as Milan, Venice and Naples. 

Violence was an everyday occurrence, not only between petty criminals, but also 

between soldiers who sympathised with the different sides: those who supported the 

Spanish on one side and those who supported the French on the other. To give an idea 

of how tense the situation was, it is enough to think that there were five prisons 

operating on Roman soil. 

Not even women were spared violence. The story of Beatrice Cenci is iconic: the young 

woman from a noble family was raped by her father, who was no stranger to such acts 

of violence. The family did not want such a heinous act to go unpunished and 

denounced the man who, in response, sequestered the entire family in a castle. At that 

point, the family decided to kill the torturer. But justice must have been distracted at 

Beatrice Cenci in prison, by Achille Leonardi ~ b. ca. 1800 d. 1870 - http://www.conserveart.com/paintings.html, Public domain  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3771747 



the time: the family members and poor Beatrice were imprisoned, tortured, tried and 

sentenced to public execution for their act. To witness the tragic spectacle on the 

eleventh of September 1599, among the crowds of the eternal city, there were also the 

two protagonists of our story: Artemisia Gentileschi (at that time still a child) and 

Caravaggio. 

Caravaggio, born as Michelangelo Merisi, was originally from Lombardy and moved 

to Rome in search of job. He lived mainly in the streets of the Campo Marzio district 

and the Contrada della Scrofa. His unique and unprecedented style, characterised by 

strong contrasts of light, influenced many of his contemporaries. His personal life was 

worthy of a romantic anti-hero, often in trouble due to his quarrelsome character and 

the frequent fights he had over love affairs. 

It must be said that his acquaintances were certainly not high society women; on the 

contrary, it appears that he often frequented courtesans and that some of them served 

as models for his paintings. 

At the time, there were about 6800 prostitutes in Rome, a far from insignificant number, 

so much so that their trade was regulated, there were prices and they paid taxes. 

Among these, we cannot fail to mention Anna Bianchini, who drowned in the Tiber at 

the age of 25 and was the model for many of Caravaggio's paintings. It seems that 

Caravaggio wanted to pay her last respects with the painting Death of the Virgin. 

Of course there were other models/courtesans, such as Fillide Melandroni and 

Maddalena Antognetti. 

Artemisia Gentileschi, daughter of Orazio Gentileschi, began working in the Roman 

studio of her father, a famous Caravaggesque artist. The young girl grew up in the 

streets of Rome, changing domicile several times. It was in the house in Via della Croce 

that the paintress underwent a dramatic experience: the sexual violence at the hands of 

Agostino Tassi, a painter and friend of her father. This affair and the subsequent trial 



forced her to undergo profound humiliation. In order to obtain a truthful confession, 

Artemisia was subjected to the clamp of the 'sibyl', an ordalic torture instrument that 

risked compromising the functionality of her hands. At the age of twenty-eight, she 

was left alone with her daughter Prudenzia; free of all paternal or conjugal 

guardianship, she depended only on herself. She was recognised as having an 

independence that was quite unusual for women at the time, so much so that in the 

census registers we find the following written: "Artemisia Gentileschi, paintress”. 

 

Judith beheading Holofernes, by Artemisia Gentileschi - Web Gallery of Art: 

Public domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3129754

 

Tourism resources to be enhanced 
 

1) The traditional exhibition of 100 painters in via Margutta 

In the Middle Ages, Margutta street was small and dirty, on the outskirts of the city. 

Painters often opened their shops there and so the street became their kingdom.  

In the 1950s, with the filming of the movie "Vacanze Romane", the street experienced 

its golden age. It was during this period that the exhibition "100 painters in Via 



Margutta” was created, which every year brings together painters and artists who 

exhibit their works in the workshops and exhibition rooms. 

2) Vicolo della Torretta, 58 

 This is the address where were the workshop of the painter Giuseppe Cesari, known 

as 'Cavalier d'Arpino', where Caravaggio worked for eight months. 

This is currently the location of a historic herbalist shop 'La Betulla', which has been 

run by the same owner for 45 years. 

3) Vicolo San Biagio (Via del Divino Amore, 19)  

On 8 May 1604, Caravaggio rented a room in the Lane San Biagio. Here he 

experimented with the effects of light and for this he made a large hole in the ceiling. 

Because of a fight, Caravaggio fled from Rome; to make up for the unpaid rent and the 

damage to the ceiling, the owner confiscated the artist's tools of the trade, which 

included parabolic mirrors, which the painter probably used to obtain different light 

reflections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Description of the Itinerary 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Saint Peter’s Square and Saint Peter’s Basilica: The Basilica was built 

between 1506 and 1626 over the tombs of the princes of the apostles, Saints Peter 

and Paul. Its construction was completed twenty-four years after Michelangelo's 

death by Domenico Fontana and Giacomo Della Porta. In 1602 the façade 

remained to be finished and St Peter's Square designed. The final form of the 

basilica was established by the architect Carlo Maderno, D. Fontana's nephew, in 

1607 during the pontificate of Pope Paul V. Caravaggio saw neither Bernini's 

square, completed in 1650, nor the façade of the basilica, completed in 1615. 

2. Rione Borgo Pio: a true 'separate' city, nicknamed the Leonine City. The district 

was officially founded in 1586 and developed between two great symbols of the 

city: Castel Sant'Angelo and St Peter's Basilica. It houses one of the oldest 

hospitals in Europe: the Hospital of the Holy Spirit in Saxia, but it was also the 

residence of many families and important people such as the painter Raffaello or 

mastro Titta, the official executioner of the papal state. It was a real city that 



hosted inns, hotels, hospitals and shops, where pilgrims arriving from all over the 

world could have board and lodging and buy some "souvenirs". 

3. Castel Sant’Angelo (the Mausoleum of Hadrian): the place of death of Beatrice 

Cenci. 

4. Via dei Coronari: is a famous street in Rome, about 500 metres long. It takes its 

name from the makers of crowns for the Madonnas. Already in 1600 it was the 

seat of the sellers of sacred objects, also called "paternostrari", because this place 

was travelled by pilgrims going to St. Peter's and reciting the Pater Noster; it 

housed the houses of the courtesans (the 

house of Fiammetta is famous). Via dei 

Coronari was opened by Sixtus IV della 

Rovere, who constituted the first straight 

road within the maze of alleys of the 

medieval city. Now there are marmorists and 

artisans left, but also antique prints shops 

5. Piazza Navona. 

6. Church of St Luois of the French: The 

Contarelli Chapel in the Church San Luigi 

dei Francesi contains three canvases by 

Caravaggio dedicated to St Matthew. Cardinal Matteo Contarelli (1519-1585) 

was a high prelate, particularly close to Gregory XIII, responsible for 

administering the revenues of the papal state. He was what was known as a 'papal 

datary', a profession similar to that of St Matthew. Around 1592, Cavalier 

d'Arpino had enriched the vault of the chapel with frescoes. Thus, Cardinal 

Francesco Del Monte, protector of Caravaggio, in view of the Holy Year of 1600, 

presented him for the commission. The contract was signed on 23 July 1599 with 

the commitment to complete the work by the following summer.  

7. St Augustine Basilica: Caravaggio took refuge in the church to escape arrest 

after wounding an assistant notary in Piazza Navona for the notary's 'attentions' 

San Luigi dei Francesi interior detail, By Livioandronico2013 
- Own worka, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=365905
28 



to the beautiful Lena, his lover and model, and is said to have painted the 

magnificent painting 'The Madonna of the Pilgrims' or 'of Loreto' as an ex voto. 

The model for this Madonna would have been Lena herself. The church was 

famous because the courtesans lived nearby and went to mass there. In a letter to 

Lorenzo de' Medici, Beatrice Ferrara, a famous high-class courtesan, recounts 

how, together with her colleagues, she went to listen to the sermon in the church 

of Saint Augustine during Holy Week. In a letter she recounted: "...so, half 

contrite, I confessed to our preacher of Saint Augustine; I say ours, because as 

many prostitutes as there are in Rome, we all come to his sermon, so that he, 

seeing such notable audacity, looks forward to nothing else but wanting to 

convert all of them. Oh, hard work!..." 

8. Via della Scrofa: follows exactly the route of an ancient Roman road that ran 

along the Tiber. The name of the street is said to derive from the sign of an inn, 

and it seems that this area was known as 'la Scrofa' already in the past. By the 

will of Pope Gregory XIII in 1580, a small simulacrum of a sow was walled up 

on the façade of a convent and turned into a drinking fountain. The street is also 

known for a famous restaurant Alfredo alla Scrofa, which boasts the paternity of 

the famous 'fettuccine by Alfredo'.  

9. Via della Pallacorda: It took its name from the fact that in the courtyard of a 

house owned by the University of Carpenters' a field was set up for playing 

pallacorda, the ancient game that was the ancestor of today's tennis. Here, on 28 

May 1606, a game degenerated and a duel was held between the eight participants 

in the game, four on each side. Needless to say, one of the participants was 

Caravaggio accompanied by Onorio Longhi, Petronio Troppa, a soldier from 

Castel Sant'Angelo, and an unidentified fourth companion. In the opposing band: 

Ranuccio, Ignazio and Federico Iugoli and Gian Francesco, ringleader of Campo 

Marzio. We know that Ranuccio Tomassoni was seriously wounded and had just 

enough time to confess before dying. This was the site of a famous theatre that 

hosted, among others, some of Goldoni's comedies and that in the 19th century 



achieved great success thanks to Roman dialect comedies, with the famous "Meo 

Patacca" by Filippo Tacconi, or "pulcinellate" with the actor and artistic director 

Giovan Battista Trabalza.    

10. Vicolo di San Biagio (via del Divino Amore n. 19): As already mentioned, in 

1604 Caravaggio rented a house in this alley, 

a narrow street running alongside the palace 

of the Florentine Ambassador; the alley took 

its name from the fact that it overlooked the 

church of St Cecilia and St Biagio; when the 

church was entrusted to the Confraternity of 

Divine Love in the 19th century, the alley 

changed its name. Among the records of the 

States of the Souls of the Church of St 

Nicholas of the Prefects, the house rented by 

Caravaggio is mentioned in June 1605. 

Parish documents mention the presence of 

the painter and his apprentice Francesco. 

The house  consisted of a hall with rooms, 

stairs, cellars, courtyard, vegetable garden and a well. At this time Caravaggio 

was preparing to start the Death of the Virgin commissioned by the jurist Laerzio 

Cherubini, the owner of the house where the painter lived. Caravaggio paid his 

rent regularly until January 1605 and then stopped; after six months, from 

February to July 1605, his debt amounted to 22.50 scudo coins. For this reason, 

the owner turned to the court, requesting and obtaining a warrant to seize the 

painter's possessions as compensation.  

11. Via di Ripetta: At the beginning of the 16th century, Via di Ripetta was called 

'via Leonina', by Pope Leo X Medici, who repaired it around 1510, resorting to 

an extraordinary economic contribution: as for many other Roman streets, it was 

the prostitutes who had to pay the heavy taxes necessary for the works. The high 

Death of the Virgin, by Caravaggio  - Ismoon (talk) 21:00, 
23 November 2012 (UTC) from [1] modified with 
Photoshop, Public domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=10258
917 



number of prostitutes in the city of the popes was probably due to the fact that in 

Rome there were many young men waiting to be initiated into the ecclesiastical 

career, then a source of power and wealth; the 'women of pleasure' therefore 

found a large market and flocked from all over Europe, attracted by the luxury 

and money that flowed abundantly in Roman society. In order to guarantee a 

semblance of decorum, the courtesans were confined to the Ortaccio (in the 

Ripetta area), a sort of Ghetto with regular night closures. Artemisia Gentileschi 

was born here. 

12. Via del Babuino/Margutta: It was here in the Middle Ages that the first portrait 

and fountain workshop was established, making the street a magnet for many 

artists. In this bustling place, frequented by painters and craft workers, the young 

Artemisia Gentileschi came into contact with the likes of Caravaggio, 

Domenichino, Guido Reni and the Carracci. In the 1950s, after the film Roman 

Holiday, it became an exclusive street, the residence of famous people, including 

the director Federico Fellini, the actresses Giulietta Masina and Anna Magnani, 

the sculptor Nicola Rubino, the painters Giorgio de Chirico, Novella Parigini, 

Augusto Mussini and Gregorio Maltzeff. Other painters lived in the area around 

via Margutta: from Rubens to Nicolas Poussin, from de Ribera to Gaspar van 

Wittell, and even Pablo Picasso. 

13. Piazza di Spagna, one of the most famous squares in Rome. 



14. Palazzo Barberini: is a palace in Rome that houses part of the important 

National Gallery of Ancient Art and the Italian Institute of Numismatics. It was 

built in the period 1625-1633 by enlarging the previous building of the Sforza 

family. The author of the project was the elderly Carlo Maderno, assisted by 

Francesco Borromini. Here we can admire the painting Judith and Holofernes, 

important from a stylistic and thematic point of view: it is the first real historical 

painting by Caravaggio and inaugurates the phase of strong contrasts between 

light and shadow. It was commissioned by the banker Ottavio Costa, who was so 

fond of it that in his will he demanded its inalienability. Caravaggio's Narcissus 

and Artemisia Gentileschi's Self-Portrait can also be admired.  

   

 

 

 

 

Facade of palazzo Barberini, photo by Vlad Lesnov, CC BY 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=53028228 



Parish Map 

 

 
Logistical and organisational information 

 

The area covered by the itinerary is located in the centre of Rome and is therefore easily 

accessible to tourists. Bicycles, scooters, cars and public transport can be used to get 

around, but it is also possible to go on foot, taking care to avoid the hottest hours of the 

day during the summer. 

In order to enjoy a peaceful itinerary, it is necessary to take some general precautions. 



For example, churches should not be visited during mass. They are places of great 

artistic and cultural interest, but they are first and foremost places of worship and 

should therefore be respected.  

Before setting off on your itinerary, it is always important to make a quick check and 

check the opening and closing times of your destination, any strikes (of transport, but 

why not also of museums) which often occur in the capital, the closure of the public 

for various reasons and the occurrence of events which could make it difficult to move 

around (e.g. protest demonstrations). 



SWOT analysis of the itinerary 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 It combines the sacred and the 

profane; 

 Gives insight into the world of 

the popes and life in 

Caravaggio's time; 

 Engaging theme. Possibility of 

living a new experience in the 

centre of Rome; 

 Suitable for tourists who are not 

visiting Rome for the first time; 

 Also suitable for families.  

 It is not a completely new 

itinerary; 

 It cannot be done at any time 

(churches or museums can be 

closed). 

 

Opportunities Threats 

 Advertising campaign to be 

activated; 

  Possibility of involving also 

tourist agencies. 

 COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2nd Itinerary: The virtues of Rione Trevi 
A walk in the company of Checchina, the protagonist of Matilde Serao's 

novel 'Checchina's Virtue'. 

 

 

 

Trevi Fountain, https://besthqwallpapers.com/cities/trevi-fountain-view-from-above-rome-landmark-evening-136999 

By 

 

Francesca Innocente           Alessandra Finiti           Daniela De Lena 

Carla Macali          Digna Marcela Monge Castillo 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Identity card of Rione Trevi 

 

 

Extent of the area: 0,55 km2 

 

Population: 2161 

 

Language/s: Italian 

Religion/s: Catholic (prevailing) and many other religions 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  



Environment and Natural Resources 

The Rione Trevi (Trevi district) is the ideal setting for a tourist itinerary in Rome. It 

offers everything a tourist may wish: beautiful fountains, churches full of art 

masterpieces, romantic alleys with many shop and historical workshops. The area is 

also very well connected with all the tourist destinations of the Capital: you can reach 

Piazza di Spagna in 10 minutes on foot and Piazza Navona in 15 minutes; by public 

transport, Vatican in 15 minutes and Colosseo in 25 minutes. 

One natural element is predominantly present: the water. It is here that the Acquedotto 

Vergine (Virgin Aqueduct) is located, which still feeds all the fountains in Rome, 

including the most famous fountain in the world, the Trevi Fountain, from which the 

district takes its name.  

 

Trevi Fountain, CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=352576 



Itinerary valuable elements

The itinerary is inspired by the Matilde Serao novel. Serialized in the "Domenica 

Letteraria" magazine in 1883, was published in book form in 1884 and lastly as short 

novel, in 1906. The release date and the setting, contemporary to the writer, focus on a 

particular historical period: that is Rome at the end of the nineteenth century, but in the 

same time, retracing the itinerary that Checchina herself proposes to follow to reach 

the home of the Marquis of Aragon, we will visit and observe churches, palaces and 

monuments of Rome, embracing a historical period that goes from Ancient Rome to 

the present day. Walking the Rione Trevi streets we will leaf through the book pages 

by recalling an atmosphere now lost, we will reflect on the changes in our habits, in 

the Rione Trevi and in the city, almost 150 years after the publication of the book. 

Moreover the novel, written by a woman, invites us to take a closer and more in-depth 

look at women in different historical periods: 

 Matilde Serao, the author;  

 Checchina, a lower middle class woman, wife of a stingy husband and resigned 

to a wretched life, sees an opportunity for redemption in the courtship of the 

Marquis of Aragon, triggering in her on the one hand the desire to rise to 

aristocratic life and on the other, a frustration of not even having the right clothes 

for such an adventure; 

 Isolina, the unscrupulous friend, the “bad company”; 

 Susanna, the maid but also friend and counsellor; 

 Ms Coppi, the moneylender. 

 

During our adventure we will have the opportunity to visit places of great interest such 

as: 

 San Luca National Academy: the Art Academy hosts art works by its famous 

students, like Canova.  



 Saints Vincenzo e Anastasio Church: The magnificent façade of this baroque 

church looks at the Trevi’s fountain. 

 Trevi Fountain: Rome's largest and most famous fountain fills the small Piazza 

di Trevi. 

 San Marcello al Corso Church: inside there is the Van Dyck's “Crucifixion”. 

 Pilotta Square: It is dominated by the imposing facade of the Gregorian 

University. 

 Church of the Twelve Holy Apostles in Piazza Santi Apostoli: The figures of 

Christ and the apostles on the balustrade were added by Carlo Rainaldi in 1681. 

 Palazzo Colonna: the “Bean Eater” by Annibale Carracci is one of the most 

famous paintings in this Gallery. 

 Palazzo Odescalchi: It has a façade dating from 1664, designed by Bernini, with 

richly decorated cornices and balustrades. The building faces the Santi Apostoli 

(Holy Apostles) Church.

 

Galleria Palazzo Colonna, by I. Sailko, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=46231608 



Local traditions - Gastronomy – Handicraft 

The most famous local traditions concern the coin throwing into the Trevi Fountain, in 

the hope of returning to Rome soon and, for couples in love, drinking from the Fountain 

of Lovers, a small fountain within the more famous Trevi Fountain. This custom has 

its roots in an anecdote from Ancient Rome, when the soldiers of Agrippa's army in 19 

d. C.  returned to the city exhausted and, on the advice of a girl, quenched their thirst 

at the Salone spring, located 20 km away from where the water flows today. From this 

circumstance the spring is also called acqua vergine (virgin water), from the 

combination of the two words aqua (the water) and virgo, (the girl).  A less famous 

custom concern particularly the second fountain. Until few years ago, it was custom 

that the girls gave their lovers water to drink    from this fountain  before they left  and 

then, by breaking the glasses, they sealed a pact of love. Also the Architecture of the 

Trevi fountain recall allegoric meanings relates to the sea. Indeed, in the centre of the 

marble block it’s symbolized the Ocean God, by his sides two horses: a quite one and 

a turbulent one which represent the two faces of the sea. 

Gastronomy and Craftsmanship at the end of 19th century witnessed in the novel 

"La Virtú di Checchina" by Matilde Serao 

The novel give witness about customs, the gastronomy and the handicraft allowing 

reflections of the everyday life in the late 1800. 

Lunch for important guests included:   

 Gnocchi  with Meat sauce; 

 Salad; 

 Roast Chicken; 

 Black cherry jam pie.  

Everyday meals, instead, included a variety of soups:  

 Chicory soup; 

 Broccoli soup; 



 Lentils soup.  

Other typical meals that are mentioned were: tripe made with lard and seasoned with 

cheese pecorino; fried baccalá; sardines cooked in a pan with oil, breadcrumbs and 

oregano, or fried. The broth and lamb, pork chop and cannelloni "handmade" with 

tomato sauce. Typical beverage were white wine from Castelli Romani and the vieux-

cognac. 

Were there no big shopping centers, but a mazy net of little handicraft shops, some of 

which have survived to the present day, but which unfortunately risk disappearing. 

Saving historical handicraft shops is crucial to preserve the City identity. That is 

witnessed by the foundation of the Associazione Botteghe Storiche di Roma (Historical 

Workshops Association of Rome), a socio-cultural Association whit economic and 

supportive objectives. Each workshop is an important element of historical memory 

and a precious testimony to popular culture and traditions.  

It’s possible to visit many historic handicraft shops, where, in the past, the ancient 

common Roman citizens and also the famous ones were served. Here are some of them:  

 Pesci Pharmacy; 

 Via delle Muratte Bakery; 

 Ancient printing house; 

 Ancient Peroni brewery. 

 

 

Antica birreria Peroni, by User: Indeciso42 - 
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:PERONIBI6200898A.jpg, CC BY 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=84375012 



Tourist resources to be rehabilitated 

Since our itinerary follows the routes of the book "La Virtù di Checchina", it’s natural 

to start by the Checchina’s house, between Via del Bufalo and Largo Nazzareno.  

The place is crowded by historical monuments, not all adequately preserved:  

 Many fountains should be renovated, e.g.: Fontana del Bufalo, which is in a 

state of abandonment;  

 A part of the Acquedotto Vergine in Via del Nazareno is closed and it is very 

difficult to observe it by the street. Currently it appears to be disregarded and to 

take a look to the arcades is required to book at the Superintendence. An 

advertisement panel with photos could at least be placed on the railings. 

 Madonna dell'Archetto Chapel, in San Marcello street, known as “the littlest 

Rome’s Church” is always closed (just like other sites, eg: Vicus Capriarius).

Fontana del Bufalo, by Lalupa - one's own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7996671 



Description of the Itinerary 

 

 

1 - Bufalo’s Palace; 

 

2 - Bufalo’s fountain; 

 

3 - Virgin Aqueduct; 

 

4 - San Luca Accademy, Piazza dell’Accademia 

di San Luca;  

 

5 - Istituto Centrale per la Grafica (Central 

Graphic Institute), Via della Stamperia; 

 

6 - Trevi’s fountain, Piazza di Trevi; 

 

7 - Edicola Sacra, Piazza di Trevi corner Via 

del Lavatore; 

 

8 - 16th century Pharmacy 

9 - San Vincenzo and Anastasio Church; 

 

10 - Vicus Caprarius; 

 

11 - S. Maria dell’Umiltà Church and American 

College; 

 

12 – Quirino Theatre; 

 

13 - Galleria Sciarra; 

 

14 - Madonna dell’Archetto sanctuary; 

 

15 - Muti palace; 

 

16 - Odescalchi palace; 

17 - Santi Apostoli Church. 

 



Parish Map 

 

Logistical and organizational information 

How to reach Trevi district:  

 Metro: the district is served by the A line.  

(the Barberini stop is currently closed) 

Bus: many buses run  on via del  Tritone, via Veneto and from Piazza Venezia:   

Lines: 51, 63, 80, 83, 85, 492. 

 On foot: 10 min.  

 By bicycle: 3 min.  

 By car: 10 min. 

  

 

 

 



SWOT analysis of the itinerary 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 New and interesting; 

 Takes place in the historic centre 

of Rome; 

 Big potential target; 

 Free timetables; 

 No queue. 

 Very long walk: it could be tiring;  

 Lack of attention is probable: 

there are too many distraction. 

 

Opportunities Threats 

 The opportunity to enhance  the 

female point of view; 

 The opportunity to meet 

interesting local people;  

 The opportunity to visit ancient 

shops;  

 Possibility of agreement with the 

local shopkeepers (e.g. the bakery 

could offer "Checchina's Amarena 

Tart"); 

 The opportunity to see the city 

with new eyes. 

 Possible unforeseen events due 

to traffic (delays); 

 Possible days off. Possible 

strikes; 

 Competition with other 

promoters;  

 On public holidays the streets 

and alleys might be too 

crowded; 

 The accessibility of the whole 

route should be checked.   

 

  



3rd Itinerary: The ancient city of Veio 
Three days in nature among the ancient ruins of the powerful Etruscan 

city of Veio 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By 

Alessandra Finiti         Anita Monika Gadzimska       Kyoko Mino 

 

 

 
 

 

Photo by Alessandra Finiti 



Environment and Natural Resources 

The Veio Park is a Protected Natural Area, established by the Regional Law of 1997 

which boasts a high landscape value and whose wealth of watercourses guarantees a 

great biodiversity. 

 

 

The hydrographic network consists mainly of three catchment areas:  

 Fosso della Valchetta / Valchetta Moat (the former Crèmera); 

 Fosso della Torraccia / Torraccia Moat; 

 Fosso della Crescenza / Crescenza Moat.  

The presence of groundwater has given rise to sources of mineral and mineral water.  

 At Ponte Sodo and Bagni della Regina (the Baths of the Queen) there are springs of 

ferruginous water.  

The millennial flow of water has given rise to numerous "gorges": narrow and deep 

valleys characterized by peculiar environmental conditions that have allowed us to 

preserve nowadays small biological communities, the only survivors of a paleolithic-

arctic ecosystem that has completely disappeared throughout the most open and 

exposed neighbouring territory. 

 

 

Plain of Veio, Photo by Alessandra Finiti 

 



Valuable elements of the itinerary

Hystorical Elements:  

• During the itinerary it is possible to deepen the history of these places, linked to 

the dominations that have followed one another over the centuries motivating deep 

cultural contaminations. 

Naturalistic Elements:  

• The wild beauty of the place, the presence of such a 

complex and peculiar ecosystem, stimulate activities 

aimed at protecting it, maintaining it and developing its 

potential in a sustainable way trying to protect it from 

mass tourism.  

Cultural Elements:  

• Along the way it is possible to admire the historical-

artistic elements, evidence not only of the history but also 

of the culture that has developed in the territory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description  

Veio was an important Etruscan city that bordered Rome. The two cities fought for 

more than three hundred years, until, in 369 B.C. Rome managed to win by annexing 

the Etruscan city to its municipality. 

 La Spezieria, Roman Colombarium, photo by 
Alessandra Finiti 

Paintings from 690 BC inside the Tomb of the Roaring Lions, photo by Alessandra Finiti  



The archaeological excavations conducted in Veio have brought to light finds of great 

value such as the Apollo of Veio, currently exhibited in the National Etruscan Museum 

of Villa Giulia in Rome.  

Of enormous interest are also the Etruscan water tunnels, the result of extremely refined 

engineering efforts; one of these tunnels reaches a length of about 5 km. 

The trail network that crosses the territory was created by the Park of Veio that manages 

and maintains it also in collaboration with Associations such as the Italian Corps of 

Saint Lazarus, making the park the perfect destination for archaeo-trekking entusiasts.  

The Veio Park is also crossed by the Via Francigena, a route that goes from Canterbury 

to Rome through four countries: England, France, Switzerland and Italy. Thanks to the 

travel diaries, and in particular to the notes of an illustrious pilgrim, Sigerico who 

traveled it in 990 to go to Canterbury where he had been elected bishop by Pope John 

XV, the ancient route of the Via Francigena was reconstructed. 

His statement is so important that it is usual to speak of "Via Francigena according to 

the itinerary of Sigerico". In 1994 the Via Francigena was certified "Cultural Route of 

the Council of Europe".  

 

Cunicolo del Fosso degli Olmetti, photo by Kyoko Mino 



 
Local traditions – Gastronomy – Handicrafts 

Etruscans were certainly skilled farmers and breeders but there are only few 

sources (mostly testimonies of Greeks and Latins) to reconstruct their eating habits.  

We therefore know that pork, sheep meat, poultry and bush meat were present in their 

diets, as well as legumes and fruit. In several excavations have been found seeds of 

various types (hazelnuts, acorns, olive, fig, barley, plum) and even fava beans.  

Most likely the garlic that grew spontaneously in the shady areas and the onion were a 

leitmotif of The Etruscan cuisine. These foods were also believed to possess healing, 

aphrodisiac and stimulant properties. Among the other spontaneous plants that grew in 

the area, the Etruscans made extensive use of laurel in order to give flavour to bush 

meat and other foods. 

A meal with the Etruscans 

As already mentioned, the Etruscans left us small information on their eating habits, 

but we can still make up an idea: we are in fact sure that in their diet there were soups 

based on legumes and cereals and that they made extensive use of the herbs that grew 

spontaneously in the territory to cook soups. They were able to use cereals to create 

flours to prepare pancakes and flat bread, while the meat was usually cooked roasted 

or boiled.  

Olive oil was used as dietary fat and for seasoning. Despite the scarcity of information, 

we are still sure that food had a predominant meaning in Etruscan culture. The banquet 

or convivium was a very important moment: 

• From a religious point of view, it represented a crucial moment of funeral 

ceremonies; 

•  From a social point of view, it allowed members of a wealthy class to flaunt 

their wealth. 

 Considering the importance of the banquets, the organizers could not risk something 

going wrong. For this reason, was created the "Canteen Director" who was entrusted 



with the supervision of the good progress of the event. The banquet started with eggs, 

roasted meats, bush meat, pork meat with various stuffing, fresh water or sea fish and 

shellfish. The meats were followed by a sweet course: fruit, cheese cakes, honey and 

eggs. 

 

Three recipes from the past 

Despite the difficulty in reconstructing the Etruscan gastronomy, some chefs engaged 

themselves in order to achieve this goal, among them Chef Bruno Cantamessa, co-

author of the book "The historical cuisine", who has reconstructed some recipes of the 

Ancient Etruria updating the ingredients with the most common ones nowadays, 

striving to keep alive as much as possible the original flavour of the dishes. Here are 

three of his preparations published online: the fava bean soup, the terrine of onions and 

eggs and fried honey, a delicacy for sweet enthusiasts.  

 

Fava Bean soup 

Fry the leek (only the clearest 

part) in a pot with diced bacon 

to which you will add fresh 

shelled beans. Chop thyme and 

bay leaves that will be added 

after five minutes of cooking 

spraying them with white wine. 

The recipe is finished, 

considering that fava beans 

cook for a short time. Add salt 

and pepper and serve. 

 

Terrine of onions and eggs 

Stir-fry in olive oil thinly cut 

onion rings adding salt to taste. 

Place the onions in a bowl 

dusting the edges with spelt 

flour; above lay the eggs. 

Cover everything with fresh 

cheese and bake at 180 ° in hot 

oven. When the eggs will be 

cooked the bowl is ready. Add, 

at the very last moment black 

pepper and chopped parsley. 

Fried Honey 

Create a dough by stirring 250 

g of butter milk with 3-4 

tablespoons of honey and a 

pinch of salt, add slowly sifted 

flour. Roll out the dough. The 

thickness of the dough must be 

around one and a half 

centimetres and you will have 

to cut out discs that you will dip 

in boiling oil. Once fried, 

arrange them to dry on paper 

towels, serve them hot with the 

addition of honey to taste. 

 

 



 

Touristic resources to be re-enabled 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the area there are many archaeological sites but some need cleaning from weed 

vegetation and periodic maintenance interventions. 

 

1. Porta Capena: located at the northeast 

entrance of the city consists of a stretch 

of the paved road of the ancient city 

walls, columbarium and adjacent 

chamber tomb. Being located on private 

land, in order to visit it, it is necessary to 

ask permission from the owner.  

2. Piazza d’Armi, Necropoli di Monte Michele, Campetti: Piazza d'Armi was the 

settlement from the ninth to the fourth century a.C. and Necropolis of the seventh 

century a.C. The sites are in total abandonment and would require periodic 

maintenance.  

Wheat Field, photo by Alessandra Finiti 

 

Figura 1. Porta Capena, Colombarium and section of the paved road, fphoto 
by Alessandra Finiti 



3. Torrente del fiume Cremera: being on private land it is necessary to request 

permission to access. 

4. Municipal Oven of Isola Farnese: ancient wood-burning oven used by the local 

community. The place where tourists can stop to taste some product prepared by the 

inhabitants of the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Description of the Itinerary 

 

Day no. 1 

1. Museo dell’Agro Veientano di Formello (Veio countryside Museum): The 

museum is located in the Palazzo Chigi in Formello and hosts the relics from all over 

the territory of the Veio Park. The visit to the Museum is the introduction to the walk. 

2. Meridiana di Formello (Sundial of Formello): Built between 1795-96 for the 

adjustment of the mechanical clock of the bell tower, the sundial, skilfully restored, 

represents a particular astronomical instrument characterized by a high degree of 

precision to still indicate the exact moment of the solar noon in Formello. 

3. Cunicolo Etrusco (Etruscan tunnel): System of Etruscan tunnels for water 

drainage. For the visit you need the authorization of the owner of the area and / or 

the Superintendence. 

4. Lunch and wine tasting from the Terre del Veio farm. 

5. Tomba dei Leoni ruggenti (Tomb of the Roaring Lions): The tomb with the 

oldest paintings so far found in Etruria. It is dated between 700 and 690 a.C. 



6. Tomba delle Anatre (Tomb of the Ducks): Etruscan tomb dating back to the 

second quarter of the seventh century B.C. On the wall are painted five ducks, one 

of the oldest examples of funerary architecture painted in Etruscan territory. 



Day no. 2

1. Mola di Isola Farnese 

(Grinding Wheel of 

Farnese Island): The 

Ancient Grinding Wheel 

with its waterfall.  

 

 

 

2.Campetti:  Archaeological complex. Etruscan and Roman buildings and Roman road 

axis.  The complex is currently closed, but Il Parco di Veio together with the other 

competent bodies, are planning the future opening to the public. 

3. Porta Capena: The North East gate of the city of Veii. The paving of the Roman 

age is visible.  The walls of the bastion are reused for burials to incineration, datable 

between the first century a.C. and the first century of .C., La Spezieria 

(Colombarium). To be able to visit the archaeological site is necessary the 

authorization of the land owner.  

4. Ponte Sodo: An artificial tunnel dug into the tuff was probably built to improve the 

flow of the waters of the stream, channelling them. 

5. Cava Etrusca (Etruscan Tuff Cave): The tuff cave. Etruscans probably extracted 

the materials for the realization of the Campana Tomb. 

 

 

 

 



 
Funerary Lion at Campana Tomb, photo by Alessandra 

Finiti 

6. Campana Tomb: It was discovered by 

the Marquis Giovanni Pietro Campana 

between 1842 and 1843 and was intact 

with paintings of the last quarter of the 

sixth century B.C., today almost 

completely disappeared. The grave is 

located at the National Etruscan Museum 

of Villa Giulia in Rome.  

7. Necropoli di Monte Michele (Saint Michael Necropolis): In 1980, during some 

construction work, six chamber tombs were discovered with precious trousseau 

objects. The oldest tomb is dated between 670 and 650 B.C.  It is currently abandoned 

and covered with grasses. Targeted measures are needed to fix and clean up the area. 

8. Cunicolo del Fosso degli Olmetti: The Etruscan water tunnel with a length of about 

4.5 km. 

   The Pine Arch, photo by Kyoko Mino 

9. Casali Del Pino Farmhouse: In the territory of the farm we will visit the Arco del 

Pino (a natural tufaceous formation that was used as an alternative route to the Via 

Veientana), the Fountain of King Charles (III century of .C.) and a stretch of the ancient 

road, Via Veientana. 

 

 



Day no. 3 

1. Mola di Isola 

Farnese (the 

Grinding Wheel 

of Farnese 

Island).  

2. Portonaccio 

Sanctuary: the 

Sanctuary was 

one of the most 

revered in all of 

Etruria. The construction dates back to the first decades of the seventh century. B.C., 

but the final set-up was reached around the middle of the fifth century BC. - after the 

construction in 510 B.C. - the temple dedicated to the goddess Menerva, the Latin 

Minerva. Here was found the statue of Apollo by Veio, currently exhibited at the 

National Etruscan Museum of Villa Giulia.  

3. Rupestrian Tombs: Is a necropolis with three Etruscan tombs.    

4. Piano di Comunità (Community Plain): In the area were discovered the acropolis 

of the city and the temple of the Queen Juno. The community district has been 

frequented since the ninth century B.C. Most relevant are the different water systems 

and the environments of the Roman villa. Currently closed to the public. 

5. Piazza d’Armi (Square of Arms): The remains of the Etruscan houses (from the 

ninth to the fifth century B.C.), and of the medieval fortification with the use of 

Etruscan remains.  

6. Isola Farnese (Farnese Island): Very small medieval village. The village, 

owned by the Orsini family, is located in an isolated position, between the Storta valley 

and the San Sebastiano valley, on a tuff cliff. The name Insula is due to its peculiar 

conformation. 



Lunch and returning back in the late evening. 

  

Isola Farnese – Glimpse of the Hamlet, photo by Alessandra Finiti 

Waterfall of the Grinding Wheel – Farnese Island, photo by Alessandra Finiti 
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Logistical and organizational Information 

By car 

From via Cassia, you arrive at Isola Farnese (at km 17). From here you can continue 

towards the Cascata della Mola (Mola waterfall) and then to the Archaeological Area. 

Further north you reach Formello: turning at the Formello-Olgiata junction at km 19, 

follow the Formellese street to the historic center. 

Otherwise with the Cassia Veientana, (Cassia Bis) that you take from the junction: exit 

at Formello, and then take via Formellese to the left up to the historic center of the 

village. From here you can reach the Valli del Sorbo and the Via Francigena following 

the signs for the Sanctuary of the Sorbo Always with the Cassia (through Cassia Bis if 

you are driving on the GRA) you arrive at Campagnano: junction at kilometer 29 for 

those coming from Rome. 

Also, from Campagnano you can reach the Sorbo Valleys and the Via Francigena. 

Further on always on the Cassia, after the second junction of Campagnano, there is the 

junction for Mazzano Romano (km 35). 

Going Through the Flaminia you reach Sacrofano, a junction at kilometer 19.5 for the 

Sacrofanese – Cassia, after the Arch of Malborghetto. From SAcrofano you can follow 

the paths of Monte Musino. Then Riano (km 25.5), Castelnuovo di Porto (km 28.8), 

Morlupo (km 30.6). Also, from Castelnuovo and Morlupo start paths that arrive into 

the Park. 

At km 32 there is the Park Hostel at the entrance of via Campagnanese. Continuing on 

the provincial Campagnanese after about 6 kilometers you can reach Magliano 

Romano by taking the road on the right from the junction. Continuing straight you 

arrive at Campagnano, on the left you reach Sacrofano and Formello. 

By public transportation 

With the Roma Nord Railway (Rome-Civitacastellana-Viterbo) you reach Sacrofano 

(at the station take Cotral bus or Rossi Bus to get to the center), and then Riano, 
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Castelnuovo di Porto, Morlupo (from here Cotral bus to Magliano Romano) and 

L'Ostello del Parco (Magliano Romano stop on request).  

With the Cotral bus from Saxa Rubra you get to Formello, Campagnano, Mazzano 

Romano. With the FL3, Rome-Cesano line, from Rome Valle Aurelia or Roma 

Ostiense you reach Isola Farnese (get off at La Storta-Formello station and then walk 

for 1.5 km – or get off at La Giustiniana and take the Atac 201 bus). 
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SWOT Analisys 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 Place with an incredible natural 

beauty and of historical, 

archaeological and cultural 

interest; 

 Close to Rome. 

 Currently it is necessary to book 

the visit to the painted tombs at 

least two weeks in advance; 

 Some archaeological sites are 

closed to the public even though 

there is a plan for their reopening; 

 There are only few shaded areas. 

Opportunities Threats 

 The assiduous tourist attendance 

of the places may trigger virtuous 

actions for the cleaning and 

maintenance in cooperation with 

the superintendence. 

 The bodies in charge of the place 

could be more stimulated to 

systematic openings of the 

archaeological sites currently 

closed 

 Local economy may find new 

opportunities by sustainable 

tourism. 

 Some parts of the park are 

privately owned and cannot be 

visited without the consent of 

landowners.  

 Directive that prevents from going 

out of the pre-established paths;  

 Climatic variations: The heat may 

render the path more tiring while 

bad weather may render it more 

difficult.  
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4th Itinerary: From sea to the lakes. Undiscovered places close 

to home 
 

 

 

 

 By Albarubescens - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=79579311 

 

By  

 

Enrica Fiorelli         Claudia Ricci     

        

Con la collaborazione di: Maria Giovanna Di Sabatino, Sara Di Cerruti, Valentina Tartaglia 
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Archaeology, History and Nature 

Our itinerary covers a wide area from the Tyrrhenian coast north of Rome to the 

wooded hills behind the beaches, with a view first of the sea, then of the woods and 

finally of the beautiful lakes of Bracciano and Martignano.  

The municipalities covered by our itineraries are those of Santa Marinella, Tolfa, 

Cerveteri, Manziana, Canale Monterano, Bracciano and Anguillara Sabazia, 

municipalities located in the northern part of the territory of the metropolitan city of 

Rome. The territory of the municipality of Oriolo Romano, located in the neighbouring 

province of Viterbo, will also be included.

Valuable elements of the itinerary 

 

Historical elements  

Along the itinerary there are different 

monuments and finds of historical 

interest: Castle of Santa Severa, Castle of 

Bracciano, Aquae Caeretane Termal 

Baths, Pyrgi, the little Curch of Riposo, 

Ancient Monterano. 

Naturalistic elements 

The itinerary looks like a path between the waters: sea, sulphurous waters (thermal 

baths, caldara) and rivers, waterfalls with spectacular colours up to the lakes of the 

Regional Natural Park of Bracciano and Martignano. 

This common denominator is counterbalanced by the variety of the landscapes: sea 

sands, dense forests, spacious glades, to volcanic lake sands, including walks in the 

beech and pine forests, such as the birch forest. 

Figure 20, Sacred Area of Pyrgi, photo by Claudia Ricci 
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Cultural elements 

The Etruscan origins of many of the settlements in the area and the numerous historical 

finds will be the perfect backdrop to a reflection on the figure of the Etruscan woman 

and an analysis of the peculiarities that differentiated her from her contemporaries.     

The famous 'Lamine d'oro di Pyrgi' (Gold Leaf of Pyrgi) were found in 1964 in Pyrgi: 

a document engraved on three sheets of gold foil, a precious resource of information 

on the history and language of the Etruscan people, as well as evidence of the extreme 

refinement of the Etruscan goldsmiths. The artefact is currently kept in the National 

Etruscan Museum of Villa Giulia in Rome.

 

Glod leaf by Sailko -  https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=71821723 

Dancing ash tree next to Pian Sultano, photo by Enrica Fiorelli 
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Local traditions - Gastronomy – Handicraft 

Such a territory full of treasures, culture, traditions and craftsmanship, is difficult to 

describe in few pages. 

There are different festivals and cultural events that are worth attending: in summer, 

for example, the festivals that take place between Canale Monterano, Manziana, Oriolo 

Romano and Anguillara Sabazia, where is also possible to taste numerous local 

delicacies such as fried lattarini (smelt) or the wild boar ragout. 

And for the more skilled in the kitchen, we cannot fail to share the recipe of the 

Acquacotta Tolfetana, undoubtedly the most famous soup of the Tolfa, which owes its 

particularity to the season, since the ingredients used change according to the time of 

year. 

 

In its spring version, the ingredients consist of wild herbs from the area, and it lends 

itself to vegetarian preparation. 

To make it at home, all you need is seasonal herbs (chicory, lamb's lettuce, chard, 

borage, chickweed, etc.), which will form the base, garlic, onion, marjoram and chilly 

pepper to add flavour, potatoes to give substance (but also stale bread) and if you are 

particularly hungry you can add eggs and/or Parmesan rinds. Oil and salt to taste. The 

“ribollita” is prepared  by boiling the ingredients until they are completely cooked, and  

it may also be re-boiled to mash together all the ingredients!  

The Soup from Tolfa, by Claudia Ricci  
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The Etruscan Woman 
 

The Etruscan woman was undoubtedly an example of emancipation and modernity that 

had no equal among her contemporary counterparts. 

In fact, no woman in the Mediterranean (perhaps not even the strong spartan women 

who were educated to read and write and could own land) enjoyed such "privileges" as 

to arouse the wrath of historians such as Theopompus of Chios, whose description of 

the customs and habits of "Tyrrhenian" women earned him the name of "backbiter" 

from Cornelius Nepos, who considered his words to be a “fake news”. 

It must be said that the freedoms of Etruscan women refers to women of high rank and 

lineage and we do not know whether their privileges extended to the whole of society. 

Besides the Etruscan civilization had settled in a very vast territory called Etruria, 

which extended throughout central Italy: only women from the territories of Tuscany, 

Umbria and upper Latium, i.e. those farthest from Rome and its patriarchal influence, 

had been able to achieve such a progression in the status of women. 

To give us a measure of their importance within society is for example the fact that we 

remember both the first and last names of Etruscan women, unlike what happened in 

Rome where the woman was allowed to be identified only by the name of the gens, of 

the family of origin. We have received testimonies of women who had given their name 

not only to objects owned by them but even to commercial activities they managed. 

 

Women were allowed to participate in 

public, religious and even sporting events, 

without restrictions unlike their 

contemporaries. Equality with their 

By Sailko - This file is derived from: Sarcophagus of the Bride and Groom, 
Etruscan production of Ionic influence, c. 530-520 ac, from banditaccia 01.jpg, CC 
BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=92126755 
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husbands and the idea of a serene relationship devoted to complicity emerge strongly 

from the scenes depicted in numerous artefacts, one of which is the Sarcophagus of the 

Bride and Groom from Cerveteri. 

Not to be forgotten is her predominant position within the domestic walls: in the event 

of her husband's death, for example, she did not end up under the protection of a male 

relative as happened in other societies, but it was the widow who took over the reins of 

the family. The relationship with the offspring was also very tender, significantly 

distant from the rigid and severe one adopted for example by Spartan women. 

Numerous artefacts testify to us an extremely caring, playful mother figure dedicated 

to raising children in a loving way. The amount of artefacts dedicated to the mother 

has conveyed to us the importance of this social role. We know that the figure of the 

mother was deified: a clear example of this is a cinerary urn called Mater Matuta, 

where a divinity assimilated by the Romans to Aurora and represented while nursing a 

new-born. 

Unfortunately, the position of Etruscan women had to succumb to the overwhelming 

cultural drift imposed by the neighbouring Romans, who settled in the territories of 

Etruria and imposed their own patriarchal vision of the world. 
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Diosilla Falls By Patafisik - Own work, Public domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=6798723 

Tourist resources to be re-enabled 

A vast territory such as the one concerned, houses under the jurisdiction of various 

municipalities and entities, it would be impossible to think of a single plan to redevelop 

the less valued resources. However, we can present a list of places that deserve more 

attention from institutions and the general public: 

1. Caldara 

2. Rest Church 

3. Diosilla waterfall 

4. Forest of San Celso 

5. Pinewood of Martignano  

6. Aquae caeretanae baths

 

 

 

 

 

Description of the Itinerary 

The itinerary we have composed has a temporal development of three days that can 

also be experienced individually. The itinerary starts at the sea and winds its way from 

the Etruscan temples of the ancient port of Pyrgi, in Santa Severa, up to the lake of 

Martignano in the municipality of Anguillara Sabazia.   

There are various and vast archaeological sites, from the artefacts of the Etruscan 

civilization to the Roman and other even more ancient civilizations. 
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Day 1 

The itinerary of the first day extends over three municipalities: from Santa Severa, with 

the Etruscan temples of Pyrgi, to Cerveteri, with the Termal Baths of Aquae Caeretane 

(at Pian of the Carlotta), and to Tolfa, with the Grottoni of Pian Sultano. 

 

 

CASTLE OF SANTA SEVERA By Stefania.foto 6 - 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/183980745@N04/48838830023/ 
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Acquae Caeretane, photo byEnrica Fiorelli  

1) The Etruscan Temples of Pyrgi 

Close to the ancient port of Pyrgi, black sands, witnesses of volcanic eruptions, 

prostrate themselves to celebrate the cult of Uni, the great mother and Leucothea, the 

white goddess of Aurora. 

The remains of the two Etruscan temples are located near the 

Castle of Santa Severa, where the ancient Etruscan port of Pyrgi 

was situated, that was connected to the city of Caere, one of the 

12 cities of the Etruscan federation. 

The remains of the temples are located on fields adjacent to the sea, 

with coastal dunes, whose black sand is of volcanic origin: 

Temple B, (6th century BC) dedicated to the Goddess Uni, goddess of the cosmos, the 

Great Mother, the Astarte of the Phoenicians, Juno of the Romans.  

Temple A (350 BC), dedicated to Thesan, Etruscan Goddess of Aurora, linked to the 

rites of passage and transition, Mater Matuta. The head of Leucothea, hair blowing in 

the wind, the red colouring of the hair and the candid white face. 

2) The Aquae Caeretane (Thermal 

Baths)   

From the vestiges of the sacredness of 

nature in Etruscan times, to the Roman 

baths in the lap of Pian della Carlotta for a 

dive into a past that emerges to be seen. 
 

 

 

 

LEUCOTEA, By Sailko - Own 
work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/ 
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The Aquae Caeretane baths are located in the middle of the Pian della Carlotta 

countryside, on a plain between the Sasso and Tolfa mountains. 

3) “Grottoni” of Pian Sultano 

They are natural caves that tower and wind along a stream that flows at the foot of the 

hill, testifying to the presence in the place of wild animals such as fox, badger, 

porcupine, and Maremma cows that live in the wild in the scrub.  

 

Day 2 

Green is the colour that replaces the blue of the sea on the coast. We are in the 

municipality of Manziana, which lies on the heights of the Sabatini Mountains, on the 

northern foothills of the ancient Sabatino volcano, whose collapse gave rise to Lake of 

Bracciano. 

1) The “Caldara” of Manziana: 

It is a naturalistic area inside the Regional 

Natural Park of Bracciano-Martignano, in 

the municipality of Manziana, in the 

province of Rome. The Caldara probably CALDARA of  MANZIANA , By roman - originally posted to 
Flickr as Eruption, CC BY 2.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=5207176 

 

Grottoni of Pian Sultano, photo by Enrica Fiorelli       

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=5207176
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originated from a small crater (caldera, hence the name), evidence of the ancient 

presence of the Sabatino Volcano that 600,000 years ago gave rise to the circular 

depression visible today, which houses three very special natural environments: 

 The swamp of sulphurous waters; 

 The birch grove; 

 The peat bog. 

The central area of the caldera hosts the swamp, where the water gurgles due to gaseous 

emissions. The swamp was generated by the progressive deposition on the bottom of 

the basin of impermeable clayey minerals that retain water. The white birch grove 

(Betula pendula) is anomalous at these latitudes and altitudes. Its origin can be traced 

back to the local conditions of the Caldara which with its marsh would have created a 

micro-climate favourable to the survival of the birch after a period of glaciation. Others 

are instead convinced that the grove was planted in the area in the past centuries and 

survived thanks to the local climatic conditions. 

2) Diosilla waterfalls and Canale Monterano: 

 Continuing along the itinerary, we reach the Diosilla waterfalls and then go on to 

discover the ruins of ancient Monterano, in the territory of Canale Monterano. Perched 

on a tufa plateau, and included in 

the Monterano Regional Nature 

Reserve, its atmosphere and 

beauty have made it a set for 

numerous films. 

 

 

 

Monterano, Ruins, By gisleh - Flickr, CC BY-SA 2.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7643996 
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3) Beech Forest of Oriolo Romano: 

To end the tiring day of excursion, you can dive into the fresh atmosphere of this place 

of unspoiled nature. 

Day 3 

For the third day we move to the lakes area.  

1) Bracciano: 

The lake lies within a volcanic depression and its extension makes it the eighth largest 

of the Italian lakes and the sixth deepest.  

Despite advancing anthropisation, the lake maintains an important ecosystem situation: 

with large areas of riparian vegetation and forests that provide shelter for the fauna that 

inhabit both the greenery and the waters.   

The Beech Forest of Oriolo, photo by Giovanni 
Palumbo  
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To protect aquatic species (among the different fish that inhabit the lake we remember 

the Agone) it is forbidden to use motor boats on the intended surface of the lake. Only 

licensed fishermen can negotiate this limit. 

2) Martignano: 

Located in the municipality of Anguillara, it is 

also a volcanic lake. The Romans used its waters 

to feed the Alseatium aqueduct built in 2 BC, 

under Augustus, on the occasion of the 

Naumachie held in today's San Cosimato square 

in Trastevere. Near this lake there were two others that have now dried up.

 

Lake of Bracciano seen from Orsini Castle, by Computerjoe - CC BY 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7719580 

Martignano lake, photo by Giovanni Palumbo  
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Parish Map 

 

- Santa Severa Castle 

- Aquae Caeretane Thermal Baths 

- Etruscan temples 

- Furbara 

- Caves 

- Pian Sultano Wood 

 

Logistical and organizational information 

For this itinerary you use the car, however you can also travel on foot (travel time 3 

hours), by bicycle (40 minutes) and on horseback (1 hour) along the road that from the 

Castle of Santa Severa runs along the town of Santa Severa Nord, a route of about 8 

km: 

 Via Garibaldi 

 Via Pian della Carlotta 

 Via Acque Calidali 
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To go to the Grottoni di Pian Sultano, retrace your steps to the crossroads between Pian 

della Carlotta and Via Garibaldi and turn right into Via Rainone della Tolfa. After 

about 500 metres you enter the woods and descend until you walk parallel to the stream, 

until you come in sight of the caves on the left, where you climb up the slopes of the 

hill to admire a series of natural caves. 
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SWOT analysis 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 The heterogeneity of the itinerary 

(cultural-naturalistic-historical-

archaeological); 

 The routes are inclusive. Coherent 

with the culture of ties and with 

the territory. Possibility to 

regenerate (in contact with 

nature). 

 The route may not be easy for 

people with reduced mobility 

because it often takes place in the 

woods;  

 A superficial and misleading 

knowledge of the Etruscan 

civilization may not be attractive 

to everyone; 

 Means of transport are required. 

Opportunities Threats 

 To be able to admire so much 

beauty while walking along the 

trails, but also to learn a new way 

of visiting the places on our route 

with respect and love; 

 Opportunity to learn to recognize 

edible wild plants. 

 The heat of the summer season 

would not benefit our route; 

 Crowding on weekends when 

Roman tourists flock to the areas 

affected by our itinerary; 

 Failing to maintain an atmosphere 

of respect and harmony if the 

groups are too numerous. 
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5th Itinerary: Coastal Visions. Four-day Itinerary to 

discover the hidden beauties of the sea of Rome  

 

 

 

By 

Cinzia Bronzatti       Patrizia Ercolani  

Simona Hristian       Alessia Moricci 

  

Photo by Patrizia Ercolani  
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Environment and natural resources 

This itinerary starts in Maccarese, a locality within the municipality of Fiumicino.  

Fiumicino has a strong agrarian vocation and a rich rural development. Farming has 

become one of the most important economic activity affecting employment, economy, 

environment and defense of the landscape. The territory hosts the 15.900 hectare of the 

Riserva del Litorale Romano (Roman Coastal Reserve), created in 1996. The city 

center of Fiumicino largely depends on fishing, being one of the biggest fishing center 

of the Tyrrhenian sea; the restaurant sector follows. Furthermore Fiumicino is the place 

of the international airport Leonardo da Vinci.  

Fregene was one of the 39 cities arisen in the most florid period of Etrurian 

development, but it was too near to Rome to survive. The ancient Romans renamed 

“Fregenae” to “Litus Dianae”, in homage to the goddess of the hunt. The city is in the 

north of Fiumicino, about 30/40 km by Roma. This seaside locality is  in a pretty 

complex urban and natural context: all the seaside town is full of Mediterranean scrub, 

and while in the south there is a protected area named “Lecceta” (holm oak woodland) 

pretty extended and inhabited by many animal species, in the north of Fregene there is 

the historical “Pineta Monumentale” (monumental pine forest). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Claudius and Traianus port, 42 A.C - Fonte Wikimedia - https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Porto 

Passoscuro is a north-western  roman coast location. It is a hamlet of the Municipality 

of Fiumicino, bathed by Tyrrhenian sea and is completely bordered by the State Nature 

Reserve of the coastal of Rome (Riserva Naturale Statale del Litorale Romano). The 

place name derives from a seaside landscape frequented by hunters and mentioned in 

a note by Papa Benedetto XIII nel 1724.  
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The climate is pretty good: the place is protected by Sardegna e Corsica in the west and 

by the hills in the est. The beach is wide and the seabed is so shallow that you can dive 

up to your waist and touch the seabed even tens of metres from the shore. 

Ladispoli is between two sites of natural interest: the Oasis of Palo (crossed by the 

cycle path that connect Ladispoli to the hamlet of Marina di San Nicola) and the Natural 

Reserve of Torre Flavia (and its swamp). The city was founded in 1888 as Rome 

seaside resort, among the remains of ancient roman mansion, towers, castles, gardens 

and centuries-old forests. Nowadays remains many woods and swamps that there were 

in the middle age.

Itinerary’s Valuable elements 

Maccarese, crossed by Arrone river wich flows in Tyrrhenian sea, was developed 

following the reclamation of the Agro Romano. The toponym probably come from 

Vaccarese o Vaccaria referring of the cow farms in the area. In 1992, following a 

referendum, Maccarese (before belonging to the municipality of Rome) was assigned 

to the municipality of Fiumicino. Since 1998 the Estate of Maccarese has become the 

property of a private group which preserved the farming vocation of this places.   

In the territory there are important areas of natural values like the Mediterranean scrub 

wich constitute the Oasi characterized by high and low vegetation, become rest places 

for migrant birds. There are also the Tanks (vasche) of Maccarese realized in 1970 for 

farming purpose: after their abandonment a 

rich ecosystem has developed. 

Fregene with the historical ‘900’s authors’ 

mansions represents an architectural 

treasures. The students and visitors are 

charmed by its historical and artistic 

importance. The landscape and the natural 

context beauty must also be mentioned.  
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Passoscuro has some important points of naturalistic interest: the area of the Foce del 

Rio (Mouth of the river) “Tre Denari”, or Pagliete’s ditch where there are sands dunes 

bordered by native vegetation, which are in the State Nature Reserve of the coastal of 

Rome  perimeter. Dunes are a precious ornithological site, especially in mouth of the 

Rio Palidoro’s proximity, became birdwatchers destination for the presence of river 

birds. Moving beyond the Palidoro River Mouth, another interesting dunes system 

could be found which is extended until Palo for about three kilometers also situated in 

the north of the State Nature Reserve of the coastal of Rome and belonging to the higher 

protection areas. Passoscuro has been defined 

“the tattooed village” by a famous art 

historian thanks to the growth of the Murals 

movement that represents the fight to the 

decay. In the last two years, the movement 

involved tens of artists who, freely and spontaneously, have requalified the seaside 

with an open air art. The tower of Palidoro, also known Pearl Tower, is a tower of the 

Agro Romano. Square plant, 20 meters high, growth on roman mansion ruins, was part 

of a medieval watch system to contrast Saracen’s raids. During World War II, it has 

been the scenario of bloody facts, like the shooting of the young deputy brigadier Salvo 

D'Acquisto, who sacrificed himself to save civilians from a Nazi roundup. Here has 

been erected a monument in his memory. 

Ladispoli is border land between ancient Etruscan and Roman civilization, between 

the Roman country and the Maremma. In 1884, Livio Odescalchi gave the castle and 

the Palo’s village to his second born son Ladislao who in 1888 founded the homonym 

town (Ladislao Polis). The Ladispoli inhabitants are characterised by the hetereogenity 

of the origins: the city has one of the highest percentage of migration in Italy. It rises 

on the old Etruscan port of Alsium, wich disappeared after the Romans gone. During 

the Middle Ages, people came back to those land and founded Castrum Pali, the 

swamp fort. It must be remembered the Posta Vecchia, a mansion, surrounded by 

Mediterranean scrub, which belonged to Popes who stay here during the travel to 
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Civitavecchia; the Flavia tower, that was part of a forts system to detect danger coming 

from the sea, arises in the homonym swamp, last bastion 

of the humid environment of the Lazio’s Maremma, 

which stretched for tens of hectares until the early 

sixties. It is a way point for many species of migrant 

birds.  

Lastly it has to be noticed the presence of many ancient 

Roman mansions (mid-3rd century BC - 5th century AD), 

like: "Villa of Pompeo", "Villa of Marina di Palo "Villa 

of Grottaccia".  

In a few square kilometres there are many important places for Italian cinema, more 

than 42 Italian movies have been shouted here: Umberto D. (De Sica), Il sorpasso (D. 

Risi), Pinocchio (Garrone) La Bibbia (John Huston).  

Local Traditions– Gastronomy - Handicrafts 

Maccarese has a wide range of products such as vegetables and organic meat. In the 

area it is possible to find both typical dishes of the Roman tradition and dishes 

influenced by the immigration from Veneto and Lombardy, for example: cappelletti or 

tortellini in meat broth, for Christmas. Another typical dish from Veneto and Lombardy 

is ravioli with pumpkin from Mantua, also made of egg pasta filled with pumpkin and 

amaretti biscuits; and of course polenta with sausage and beans.   

In Fregene, in August, has been taking place for a few years the “Pine nut festival”. 

The pine nut is a typical local product, used to make pie and biscuits. Also the Telline 

(Donax clams or Cokles) are a typical Fregene’s sea product: in every restaurant it is 

possible to order the tasty “spaghetti with cokles”. 

The area from Passoscuro to Capo d’Anzio is famous for fishing since the ancient 

Roman times. The tellina, being smaller, sweeter and more delicate than other 
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molluscs, must be seasoned carefully not to destroy its unmistakable taste. The most 

famous local meals are dedicated to the Cockles: the “bruschetta con la tellina” (toasted 

garlic bread with cockles) is a very good delicatessen. To celebrate this typical product 

every year in May is held a festival in its honour.  

For fifteen years, in Christmas, the Ladispoli’s Pro Loco has arranged a living Nativity 

in the suggestive frame of the wood of Palo. Another famous festival is the one of the 

carciofo romanesco (roman artichoke) which is held in the middle of April: launched 

in 1950, is very crowded and many VIP join it. 

Touristic resources to be enhanced 

Maccarese  

1. The Eco museum of the Remediation of the Roman Coast: I we can find here 

exposed documents, maps, images, photos, films, models, objects, tools, from 

families’ archives.  

2.  The Saxophone museum. The first and only museum in the world that contains 

the biggest international collection of saxophones. 

3. The Silos – Almost all the 45 living places of the reclamation had a silos which 

contains the forage for the farm animals.  

 

Fregene  

1. The Villa Perugini, La Casa Albero - “Tree-

House” by Giuseppe Perugini - It is a very unique 

construction that represents a testimony of post-war 

architecture. It raises in the pine forest and is an 

experiment of the modular construction. It’s made by 

reinforced concrete pillars and beams with structural 

artefacts in glass and steel.                                            
Silos, by Cinzia Bronzatti  
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1. Permanent Sculpture Museum “Pianeta Azzurro” by Alba Gonzales: 

Inaugurated in 1989, houses the works of the same artist and important works 

by contemporary sculptors. It is located in the park of Villa Ciardi. 

2. The Ex-Villa of the famous writer Alberto Moravia in the north of Fregene 

(in the “Villaggio dei Pescatori”- fishermen's village), built by the Architect 

Aymonino, is today a very popular place for a suggestive sunset aperitif in the 

beach kiosk.  

Passoscuro 

It is a slow tourist itinerary that enhances the natural beauties and the cultural heritages 

known as the “Cammino delle città perdute” (Itinerary of the lost cities). With its  30 

kms of circular circuit  crosses some of the most beautiful places of the roman country 

and important archaeological sites like  “Torre in Pietra Castle”, “Pagliaccetto Tower”,  

“Città morta di Castel Campanile” (Dead city of Campanile Castle), and the Templar 

‘site, promoting the touristic de-seasonalization to preserve the Genius Loci. 

Furthermore, between Fiumicino and Cerveteri has been instituted the  “Biodistretto 

Etrusco-Romano” (Etruscan-Roman bio-district) which includes the territory of the 

Litorale Romano state natural reserve, that includes 50 public and private companies 

interested in the enhancement of organic agriculture and  management and use of the 

territory, with the participation of the Municipalities of Fiumicino and Cerveteri. At 

last, the “Vivaio” (garden centre) of the reserve that allows the reproduction of the 

typical and protected plant species of Mediterranean scrub, today at risk due to the 

increasingly strong anthropization of natural ecosystems. 

Ladispoli 

1. Rossellini’s House; 

2. The “hidden garden”;  

3. Ruins of the Roman’s Villa;  

4. Grottaccia; 

5. Piazza della Rugiada; 
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6. Arts and Culture Centre. 

 

Parish Maps 
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The sea has regained all its colours, it smells good 

The logs, the algae do not tell of abandonment, but 

of change  

(by Umberto Broccoli, Archaelogist) 

The Centaur Chira, the guide of 

Aeneas 

(Sculpture by Alba Gonzales 
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Description of the Itinerary 

Day 1: Land Reclamation of Maccarese  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The itinerary starts in Porta della Riserva, that can be reached by train, car or bicycle. 

It’s a recent but important  place of the State Natural Roman Seaside Reserve, where 

during WW2 a tremendous episode took place: Giacinta and Silvana, two little girls 

were killed by a German strafing  while playing, waiting  the Feast of the Epiphany, 

the 6th of January 1944.  Here there is an information point, with seats and bicycle 

stall, all created in environmentally friendly materials; nearby can be find the buildings 

of the industrial area; going on for two kilometers on the cycle path, you can  reach the 

town of Maccarese, with the San Giorgio castle (also known as Rospigliosi castle) and 

the village. The 1700 Church and the gardens of the spring’s tower that date back to 

1574 are annexed to the San Giorgio’s Castle,  
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Here many attractions can be visited: the canteen(1930-1931); the Silos and the 

mill(1927); the milk central(1929), where was stored and processed the milk, 

previously collected in the procoi; the warehouse (1927), where were processed jute 

and canvas to make bags, mainly by female workers; the water tank and the E. 

Marchiafava school (1931-1932), dedicated to Prof. Ettore Marchiafava who has 

identified the Malaria’s cycle; the new workshop, meeting point for maintenance 

workers, the sanitary station(1936-1937);  the  Spazi Aziendali, the Officina 1931; the 

Casa del Fascio (1931); the square of Maccarese (1928); the garden centre (1927), the 

pools of Maccarese, the sea colony (1927-1940), the Cerquete-Fianello and the land 

reclamation's red points.  

Logistical and organizational information 

Maccarese can be easily reached from Rome by train: the FL5 Roma-Civitavecchia 

takes 12’ from San Pietro to Maccarese,  there is one run every 20 minutes; by bus: 

Cotral bus from Piazza Irnerio (Roma); by car:  through the via Aurelia take exit 

Maccarese-Fregene or Torrimpietra;  or by the highway Roma Civitavecchia taking the 

Maccarese Fregene route.
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Day 2: Of Auteur Fregene, from the Good Life to now 

 

1. Meeting Point: square of the Lido 

of Fregene - “La Conchiglia” Hotel, 

2. “La Casa del Guardiano” Pineta 

boulevard, corner Andora street 

3. “Villa Perugini - La Casa Albero 

(the Treehouse), Porto Azzurro street, 

corner Marina di Campo street 

4. “La Busiriana” - Foce Verde street 

5. “Villa Unifamiliare”, Rosignano Marittimo street 

6. “Villa Marcheggiani”, Sestri Levante boulevard 

7. Ex “Villa Di Moravia” (ex-mansion of the Italian writer),  

8. Villaggio dei Pescatori (fishermans’ village),  

Lunch by the sea 

9. “Villa Ciardi” - Blue Planet, Permanent Museum of Contemporary Sculpture, 

10. “Villa Gemma”, Pineta boulevard,  

11. “Hotel Miraggio” – Historic Villa,   

12. “Villetta Steffanina”, Nettuno boulevard, 

13. “Villa Serantoni”, Francavilla al Mare street  

14. ‘’Villette Binate”, Ceriale street 

15. ‘La Meridiana’ (the Sundial) by Genesio Giuseppe Ercolani, Riomaggiore street,  

 

Logistical and organizational information 
Fregene is connected to all the major urban communication routes. It's 10 km away 

from the “Leonardo da Vincì” Airport  and the Fiumicino’s port, and it’s 40 km away 

from the Civitavecchia’s port. 

Fregene is also served by the Tyrrhenian Railway, that can be reached by the 

Maccarese-Fregene station, and by the e Fiumicino urban bus lines.
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Day 3: Passoscuro, a village between Nature and Poetry 

 

1. Mouth of the river Tre Denari or ditch 

of Pagliete; 

2. Dolce Vita’s beach; 

3. Fisherman’s village; 

4. Artistic path: murales, sculptures and 

poems; 

5. The tradition of cockle fishing and 

food and wine; 

6. Dune’s of Passoscuro – Palidoro 

7. The Tower of Palidoro; 

8. Mouth of the river Palidoro; 

9. The Statue of Salvo D’Acquisto; 

a. Kite surf area 

b. Sant’Anna’s church; 

c. Book’s murales; 

d. Bathhouse;  

e. Free beaches and kiosks; 

f. Beach trekking; 

g. Free beach; 

Logistical and organizational information 

• Length: 4,7 Km (round trip), flat route with pedestrian and cycling routes; 

• Stretch of 500 meters on the beach (and another 3 km up to Marina di San Nicola). 

Transports and distances:  

• Train station of Torre in Pietra- Palidoro (4,3 km) - Roma-Civitavecchia line;  local 

transportation’s bus, Cotral  (regional public transport from Rome), car or bicycle; 
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• International Airport “Leonardo Da Vinci” of  Fiumicino (24,5 km -20 min. by car); 

• Roma (Campidoglio): 35,9 km (50 min. di auto) by SS 1, Aurelia; 45,4 km (1h e 10 

min.) by A12/E8.
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Day 4: Loving Ladispoli 

1. The famous Italian filmmaker Rossellini House  

2. The "hidden garden”  

3. Roman villa ruins  

4. Grottaccia  

5. Piazza della Rugiada  

6. Art and Culture Centre

Logistical and organizational information 

Length: 4 km (round trip) - flat urban route - peripheral cycle paths; 

Duration: about 2 hours 

It can be reached by public transport:  Roma-Civitavecchia railway; Cotral’s bus lines: 

Roma, Palidoro, Torrimpietra, Aranova, Civitavecchia, Cerveteri, Allumiere, Tolfa, 

Bracciano; local transportation operated by Seatour. Ladispoli is connected to the A12 

Roma – Civitavecchia highway, and the state way 1, Via Aurelia.   
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SWOT Analysis 

Strength Weaknesses 

 Very heterogeneous itinerary, cultural-

naturalistic-historical-archaeological 

interest points; 

 The presence of the Natural Reserve and 

many natural places; 

 The climate is favourable; 

 The possibility to buy zero km products; 

 Easily reachable by train;  

 Eco-sustainability and accessibility 

(cycling and walking paths). 

 Many places are open to the public by 

reservation only or jointly with other 

initiatives; 

 The oases are accessible by invitation of the 

WWF; 

 The proximity of the capital to the sea leads 

to a not very respectful; 

 Local transport is efficient but weak; 

 Bike paths not yet connected to each other; 

 Restaurants and venues are expensive. 

 

Opportunities Threats 

 Heterogeneous places that give relief from 

the urban frenzy; 

 Administration welcoming and willing to 

grant patronages;  

 The possibility to reach a varied target; 

 Very active foreign communities. 

 

  Possible construction of a cruise / 

commercial port in the centre of Fiumicino; 

 Air and noise pollution from the airport; 

 Sidewalks and cycle paths of varying 

quality;  

 Seasonality of some products; 

 The cycle path does not yet reach all places. 
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